
 

            
            

    

To the Inspector-General of Emergency Management Tony Pearce,  

BUSHFIRE INQUIRY SUBMISSION 

Thank you for the opportunity to submit to this inquiry on behalf of the Gippsland Apiarist 
Association. 

OVERVIEW 

A number of our members have intergenerational knowledge of the Gippsland Region, and 
have lost beehives and very importantly large areas of forests and eco-systems over the 
decades.  The Industry is heavily dependent on these floral resources for their bees to 
produce honey, and more importantly, these forests also maintain beehive health prior to 
and after servicing many honeybee pollination dependent food crops that are vitally 
important to our food security and are worth billions of dollars to the economy.   

The Association would very much appreciate the opportunity to meet with you and discuss 
in greater detail and also, take you on a small field tour to visualise firsthand the points 
below. 

FOREST STRUCTURE AND FIRE BEHAVIOUR. 

To gain a greater knowledge of fire behaviour and suppression, we must have a clear 
understanding of how our forests evolved over thousands of years, their structure and type 
prior to European Settlement, and the changes to their structure and type we have 
implemented over the last 100 years, positive and negative.  

HISTORICAL STRUCTURE. 

It is well documented by early explorers/settlers that many of our forests were dominated 
by large, well-spaced trees with large canopies, with very little understory, “Park like” was a 
term often used to describe these forests. 

CURRENT STRUCTURE. 

The current structure of many of our forests today, are vastly different from the way they 
evolved or what was documented by our early explorers. Many forests today are dominated 
by small trees with small canopies with very little spacing between trees as a result of 
excessive timber harvesting practices. Specie mix change has also occurred due to timber 
harvesting practices creating more flammable bark than previously. There are too many 
young stems per hectare which dries out the forest floor allowing a larger percentage of 



lightning strikes to ignite and burn into the landscape at a greater rate. Many media 
comments from Incident Controllers refer to unprecedented rate of travel and intensity of 
these fires. If you overlay the impacts of a long-term rainfall decline, the outcome is what 
we are experiencing today. 

 

The following photo is an example of the current structure, totally overgrown, many stems 
close together and an extremely dry forest floor. This forest was Clear Felled/Seed Tree 
Harvested approx. 10 to 15 years ago. 

 

 

This second photo is some of these forests on fire and their intensity. 

 

The third photo is the outcome after these fires. The energy created from these forest fires to 
destroy the landscape to this degree must be enormous and therefore, the damage to anything in its 
path (Sarsfield Victoria) is devastating beyond belief. 



 

FUEL REDUCTION BURNING. (Attachment 1 Royal Commission 2009) 

Is it beneficial? 

Yes: If the forest structure is appropriate and the fuel reduction burn is cool with a low flame height. 
 
No: If the forest structure is inappropriate or the fuel reduction burn is to HOT! Too hot fuel 
reduction burning is counterproductive in a very short timeframe (2 to 5 years). The following photo 
is an example of a counterproductive fuel reduction burn. 
 

 

INTER-AGENCY CO-OPERATION CFA/DEWLP/ADF. 

The patch scenario is still happening with this is my land, I am in control. We must develop a 
tenure blind approach with a clear objective of ‘Getting the fire out’ regardless of the land 
tenure.   

AUSTRALIAN DEFENCE FORCES. 

The deployment of the ADF to the fire areas was a brilliant concept, to have the ADF in our 
area to relieve some of the exhausted locals was excellent. One can only wonder if they 
were deployed to extinguish the Barmouth Spur lightning strike on the 21st 2019 of 



November the outcome would have been vastly different for many Communities and their 
people, the environment, and the cost.  

FIRE IGNITION/INITIAL ATTACK/WAY FORWARD. 

Since the early 2000’s a number of lightning strikes have proved difficult to contain and have 
developed into mega fires causing extensive loss of life and assets. A project to analyse why 
these fires have not been controlled or extinguished with an initial attack in the very early 
stages is warranted. The Barmouth Spur lightning strike is an example that could be 
examined. An enormous amount could be gained from this project to assist in developing a 
way forward in the future. 

TRACK AND ROAD CLOSURES/MAINTENANCE. 

Over the last 20 to 40 years track maintenance has declined, making access for fire 
suppression difficult or rendering these tracks non-existence as fire breaks. Many tracks 
have also been closed all together. Parks Victoria controlled Public Land is prominent in this 
aspect. We believe the “lock it up and leave it” approach is fundamentally flawed from 
many aspects.  Miners track is a good example, this track is close to the township of 
Mallacoota. At one point in time this track was well maintained, with a slashed break on 
either side, very different to the extremely rough, unmaintained track almost overgrown in 
places prior to the 2019/2020 fires, no benefit at all in assisting the Mallacoota community 
to be safer against fires. 
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Gippsland Apiarists Association Inc (GAA) submission April 2020 

regards prescribed burning. 

This is a compilation of material taken from submissions since the Victorian Parliamentary 

Inquiry of 2007. 

In our submission to the Royal Commission of 2009 we made it very clear that we opposed a 

target based approach to prescribed burning however the Royal Commission recommended 

a 5% per annum burning target for public land. 

Prescribed burning in the manner that much of the burning is being done in present times 

reduces the fire risk for a few years and then with the germination of fire promoting scrub 

the forests change towards a state that burns with a far greater intensity. 

The government has received a lot of criticism for not reaching these targets; let us look at 

how the situation would have been if they had, starting in the autumn of 2009. 

We would have had around 50% of the forests burnt and 50% unburnt, of the 50% that was 

burnt some, around one third to a half would have been in a worse state (i.e. fire 

intensity))for summer than the unburnt.  All areas that had been burnt too hot as much of 

the prescribed burning is, would be far more environmentally sensitive because of the effect 

on the seed reserves of prescribed burns among other things.   The environmental damage 

may well have been worse had the government burnt a greater area in the manner that 

much of the prescribed burning is being done at present. 

We have attached a copy of the GAA submission to the Victorian Parliamentary Commission 

into Bushfire Preparedness on the Moormung Forest and as it has lessons regards how 

recently burnt areas are made more environmentally sensitive by inappropriate prescribed 

burning. 

Had the government targeted a minimum of every third ridge top where there is an absence 

of private assets across Gippsland late autumn/winter each year then there would have 

been a massive difference in protecting the environment.   

As a general principle fire intensity doubles with every 10 degrees of slope if burning up hill 

and reduces by half for every 10 degrees of slope if burning down hill, targeting the ridge 

tops creates a fire of the lowest intensity. 

Lightning strikes have a greater tendency to strike the ridge tops or close to them and under 

the usually mild conditions that follow thunder storms the fires burn predominately uphill 

and, in many instances, could even go out. 

With the use of fixed wing planes and helicopters dropping incendiaries along ridge tops 

under the right conditions a far greater area could be protected at a fraction of the cost with 

no or minimal negative environmental consequences, only positive outcomes.  
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First, we need to understand some of the history of our forests and the starting point 

should be the Alfred Howitt’s observations of change with the disposition of the 

traditional owners and an end to their management of the land. 

https://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/images/stories/committees/SCEP/Fire_Season_Prepardeness/Submissi

ons/Submission_45_-_The_Gippsland_Apiarists_Association-

Attachment_1.pdf?fbclid=IwAR0wXxnI7qDMVCyvuxlt_u9PZ9YXXPCbT7wxU-gXXOctbxVHbNcjzUPJO3o 

Our forests have changed from having a largely open and grassy understorey with widely 

spaced trees to thick scrub with far more trees per hectare.   The changes that have 

occurred have resulted on forests that aren’t easy to burn with low intensity fires. 

How we believe Prescribed Burning should be conducted. 

Various people have been making submissions to various agencies over the 50 year history of the 

Association on forest management issues and we have seen little improvement in policy in that; with 

the exception that now the management agency (DWELP/Forest Fire Management Victoria) consult 

us in their planning of areas to be burnt prior to formulating a burn plan. 

Taken from our submission to the Royal Commission into the Black Saturday fires 2009 in red- 

At a meeting in Omeo on 28/11/08 convened by the East Gippsland Wildfire Taskforce Inc 

the following motion, or one of similar wording was passed-      

  That while supporting the need for far more protective burning we believe that present      

DSE       burning is often far too hot and environmentally damaging and this doesn't need to 

be the case. 

  We ask the East Gippsland Wildfire Taskforce to consider drawing from the experience 

and     knowledge of its members and to work with any supportive groups to formulate 

better methods of    burning.   These to be presented and explained to any relevant bodies. 

A number of people have expressed concerns about the practice of burning selected blocks 

by lighting up the entire perimeter and then lighting the interior with aerial incendiaries at 

the same time.  We believe this creates an unnecessarily strong updraft which causes the fire 

to burn far too hot which is damaging to the soil, the vegetation and also traps both animals 

and birds.   

It also creates conditions which can cause intense fires and spotting outside of the block 

intended to burn.  As a result, there is a need for large ground support crew and escapes are 

occurring more frequently than should be the case.  Anyone with fire fighting experience 

could look at the smoke plumes on the horizon over recent years from fuel reduction burns 

and realize that the fires are often much hotter than they should be for prescribed burning 

purposes.  

 

 

 

https://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/images/stories/committees/SCEP/Fire_Season_Prepardeness/Submissions/Submission_45_-_The_Gippsland_Apiarists_Association-Attachment_1.pdf?fbclid=IwAR0wXxnI7qDMVCyvuxlt_u9PZ9YXXPCbT7wxU-gXXOctbxVHbNcjzUPJO3o
https://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/images/stories/committees/SCEP/Fire_Season_Prepardeness/Submissions/Submission_45_-_The_Gippsland_Apiarists_Association-Attachment_1.pdf?fbclid=IwAR0wXxnI7qDMVCyvuxlt_u9PZ9YXXPCbT7wxU-gXXOctbxVHbNcjzUPJO3o
https://www.parliament.vic.gov.au/images/stories/committees/SCEP/Fire_Season_Prepardeness/Submissions/Submission_45_-_The_Gippsland_Apiarists_Association-Attachment_1.pdf?fbclid=IwAR0wXxnI7qDMVCyvuxlt_u9PZ9YXXPCbT7wxU-gXXOctbxVHbNcjzUPJO3o
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Below is a smoke plume from a prescribed burn April 2012 in the Loch Sport National Park, what we 

have said about the method that prescribed burning is being done has been ignored and the burns 

have been environmentally damaging. 

 

 

The intensity of the fire that that gave that smoke plume was likely caused by a number of factors, 

these are:  

the amount of fuel built up over too long a period since the last burn. 

 increased germination because the last burn was too hot.  

that the burn was conducted too early in the season and the method described above of lighting up 

the perimeter then igniting the middle. 

The devastation was what we would have expected from a summer wildfire. 
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And photo some-time later 

 

The burn escaped and burnt far more country than was meant to be burnt, their methodology of 

burning creates a very hot fire prone to spotting outside of the area intended to be burnt. 

Another recent burn in the area with similar results also escaped 
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A massive, very old Banksia marginate cut down to contain the escape. 

More from the GAA submission to the Royal Commission into the Black 

Saturday fires 2009- 

These hot burns are affecting the health of the forest to the point that they are detrimental 

to beekeeping. 

It is our belief that if a competent biologist or botanist studied the effects of burns conducted 

in the described manner, they would identify very negative effects and as such these could 

be interpreted as proving prescribed burning is detrimental when if done properly it wouldn't 

be the case.  This is particularly so with the unacceptably long period between prescribed 

burns which creates a much hotter burn.  This creates a thick regrowth defeating the 

purpose and this regrowth is also detrimental to water yields. A grassy forest floor with 

widely spaced trees should be the intended long-term result however we believe the present 

high density of eucalypts and understorey scrub is going to make this harder to achieve. 

We accept that the practice of burning presently used by DSE has likely been developed as a 

result of criticisms of past burning whereby the perimeter has been lit, generally in the 

afternoon, and it has burnt in perhaps 50 metre and gone out in the evening leaving the 

block virtually unburnt.  We have heard it stated on numerous occasions that the whole 

block is then "cross hatched on the map" and this is how DSE gets its figures for areas burnt 

when there has actually been very little done. 

Many of the concerns above are shared by the Gippsland Environment Group who state in 

their submission to the Inquiry into Public Land Management Practices on Bushfires in 

Victoria following the fires of 2006/7- 

  "The manner in which they are burnt (areas subject to prescribed burning), is often similar 

to a coupe after logging.  The edges are burnt and incendiary devices are shot into the 
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middle (occasionally by helicopters) and this often results in high intensity fires occurring.   

Not only is this style completely unnatural, many animal species are unable to survive and  

 

escape due to being surrounded by fire.  Fires should be lit as a front, which replicates a 

natural fire." 

We support what they say in their submission except we believe the burning should be by 

multiple single ignition points creating small fires burning in a circle outward.   The 

updraught from a smaller fire lit in such a manner draws the flames away from the fuel and 

creates the lowest intensity fire achievable, this is particularly so if ignition points favour 

ridge tops in undulating or hilly country.   Present burning creates a fire where the updraught 

fans the fire greatly increasing the fire intensity and is often on far too large a scale. 

What effects are these very hot fires having on the forests?   We draw this 

from out submission to the Parliamentary Bushfire Inquiry, presented 

3/6/2007.   What we said in 2007 is in blue- 

What were the evolutionary process's working in the forests with such a mosaic pattern in 

pre-European times?   Think of the understory of our bush as two competing ecosystems, 

grass and scrub.  Grass has evolved to burn regularly to eliminate the competing scrub,  

but not evolved to burn intensively.  The scrubby understory has evolved to burn hot to 

eliminate competing grass, but it hasn't evolved to burn as regularly. 

Pre-European indigenous burning generally favoured grass and post European colonisation 

burning, with some exceptions has favoured fire promoting scrub.    

Present prescribed burns are too hot and this is counterproductive in that the burns are 

favouring fire promoting scrub and increasing the fire risk with the present fire frequency.   

It’s not a case of using a sledge hammer to crack a nut, it is a case of missing the nut with 

the sledge hammer. 

Some of the best examples of burning were the burning conducted by most of but not 

necessarily all of the early mountain cattlemen up to 1939 and the burning as described to 

us by the cattlemen who had cattle in the bush in far East Gippsland up till the 1950’s when 

government stopped them.    

What has been passed down to us anecdotally was of the cattlemen dropping wax matches 

from their horse’s as they rode around, often as they mustered at the end of the season.   

The fires just trickled around with a very low flame height, often for many days.  It was 

multiple single ignitions with small fires burning in a circle outward’s. 

Government burning prior to the Kirner Government helped protect biodiversity but likely 

was never to the high environmental standards of the early graziers. 

While it is a complex subject, we believe present burning where the perimeter is lit up and 

the interior bombed out likely the worst of any since European settlement of South East 

Australia.   It appears to have no resemblance whatever to the understanding of indigenous 
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burning we have from studies of the available literature or from what has been proposed by 

indigenous practitioners such as Victor Steffenson who the GAA has the greatest respect 

for.  

 

Recommendations 

Taken from and modified from the submission to the Royal Commission into the Black 

Saturday fires 2009- Direct quotes from our submission to the Royal Commission are in red, 

changes made to it for this submission are in green. 

We ask that the DSE consider modelling burning practices close to the Public/private land 

interface largely along the model developed in Western Australia by David Packham and 

others while taking into consideration the additional comments we have raised here. 

In areas with adequate roading closer to settlement we believe the perimeter of the block 

should be burnt during autumn, winter or spring by someone lighting up along the road 

with a drip torch or similar.   This should be done at a time of year, and during weather 

condition when it will go out of its own accord in the evening.  Then, sometime following, 

it should be lit within the burnt perimeter from either the ground or from the air by 

helicopter (or fixed wing plane if this is effective).  It should also be done at a time of year 

when it isn't going to burn too hot.   

This would allow fires to be lit and slowly burn around for days with very minimal or no 

threat of escape.    All of a block shouldn’t be burnt in one go, if this has happened the 

conditions weren’t favourable to the ideal low intensity burn.    Every opportunity should 

be taken to light along ridge lines or any other situation where a fire would burn down- 

hill. 

We are basing our support of the above on an extremely successful system developed in 

Western Australia by David Packham and others, and as a recognition of its success, David 

was awarded an Order of Australia Medal.  As we understand it, during the second stage 

when the incendiaries were being dropped from the air there wasn't usually a need for 

high level of ground support. 

Adapting it to Gippsland.  In the hillier country incendiaries dropped from the air should be 

generally targeted at ridge tops so the fire can burn down the slope as this will result in a 

much cooler fire. This will be most important when burning areas with a high fuel build up 

as a result of a long history of no fire.  The intent should be small fires burning out and not 

a circle burning in that traps both birds and animals.  We see the need to do much larger 

blocks than presently done as this would be much more cost effective, however these 

blocks should never be burnt out totally in one hit but under conditions where only a 

percentage of the area is burnt in any one season.  In conditions where the fire burns large 

in a short time it is inevitably too hot would be detrimental to animal and bird life. 

If fuel levels are low enough bush experience may allow fires to be lit near the riparian 

strip along creeks and gullies to burn up hill under conditions where it burns some distance 
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before going out at night.  This would be excellent protection for riparian vegetation and 

rainforest gullies but needs the bush experience we are rapidly losing. 

 

 

While it has been correctly stated that we have lost a lot of local knowledge and this has 

had serious consequences we now have technologies that were not available in the past, 

aerial ignition being one and greatly improved weather forecasting another. 

Aerial ignition could be a cost-effective means of achieving very positive environmental 

gains if it was used correctly.  Once a block is perimeter burnt then follow up with aerial 

incendiaries which should be during a time when it will burn slowly imagination to realize 

the difference for wildlife; fires aren't going to get anywhere near the crown under these 

conditions. 

We should start at the public/private land interface and this will need both support from 

ground crews and local knowledge to best decide timing. 

Once we have the public/private land interface burnt we should rely on local knowledge to 

tell us where winds dictate the greatest fire risk.   In central Gippsland it would generally 

be from the north and west quarters and in the far east I'm told the greatest wind threat is 

from the west.  We then should proceed across the map so that the area being burnt is to 

the north or west of the previously burnt area.  Then, if we get the threatening winds and 

it gets out of control it is being blown back on to recently burnt areas. 

People with private land adjoining public land should be assisted to burn back from their 

boundaries should they desire such assistance, either 

from the CFA with the discretion of the captain, or with the assistance of DSE.   Should the 

CFA be involved then it creates   excellent training opportunities.  Should beekeepers 

require assistance with burning from their bee sites then the above assistance should also 

be available.   If fuel loads can be significantly reduced from the foothills up to the alpine 

areas then the traditional burning practices carried out by the early mountain cattlemen 

can be reintroduced and would be an enormous benefit to the alpine environment. 

Once the areas closer to settlement have had a protective regime of fire then we can work 

on the areas further back, out of sight and mind to most but of greatest importance for 

water catchment purposes.  These can be burnt out by simply dropping incendiaries along 

the ridge tops and letting the fires meander around unchecked in the late autumn and 

early winter if it will still burn.  With present heavy fuel loads discretion should be on the 

side of too late rather than too early as this allows a far greater area to be addressed.  

Where roads exist, these should be used to advantage.  Using the Macalister as an 

example, vast tracts of the remote areas could have been burnt each autumn and early 

winter and had this been done in the past then Glenmaggie wouldn't have lost the 7-8% of 

its capacity in the June flood following the 2006-7 fires.  How much more capacity will be 

lost from already mobilized sediment following these fires no one seems to know, however 

many with bush knowledge, often accumulated over a number of generations know it 

should have been prevented. 
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We believe it is likely that there will never be agreement on seasonal timing and there will 

be debate on whether burning is best done in autumn, winter or spring and it is likely that  

 

 

different ecosystems have different ideals.  There are deficiencies in our understanding 

such issues and it is important that all the diverse views are considered on their merit.     

From our submission to the Parliamentary Inquiry of 2016- 

The Gippsland Apiarists Association are against spring burning and believe Australia 

would not have evolved so many ground nesting birds if spring burning was part of 

their evolutionary background. 

Low intensity burns are necessary to protect the biodiversity, water catchments, 

property and human life as well as create conditions whereby fires are controllable.  

This is clearly shown by- 

    

Rod Incoll’s Kilowatts per metre of fire front intensity chart 

 

 

http://elthamsdeathtrap.com/elthamsdeathtrap.pdf 

Burning should be more frequent in most but not all instances but it needs to be done in an 

appropriate manner which it isn’t at present. 

We also said in our Submission to the Royal Commission into the Black 

Saturday fires in 2009- 

The GAA are opposed to target based burning programs but believe decisions should be 

made locally by foresters with the knowledge of how to produce the desired result.  The 

desired result in many forest types is likely a grassy understory with some mainly mature 
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shrub species amongst more widely spaced trees.  It is also likely that indigenous burning 

patterns produced a mosaic effect of age groups of less mature shrubs with the intensity of 

fires in the grassy understory not killing the mature shrubs to any extent.  We are also aware  

 

of accounts of indigenous burning keeping the fire out of riparian vegetation to provide 

cover for the game they hunted in a symbiotic relationship. 

Obviously, under the above conditions fuel loads are not an issue and the grassy understory 

creates conditions whereby prescribed/ecological burning is much easier to conduct. 

As well as opposing target-based thinking rather than area achieved assessment in relation 

to accountability we see problems with thinking entirely in terms of fuel load.  We should be 

thinking in terms of creating and managing a predominately grassy understory with a 

diverse range of shrubs and native ground plants.  It should be well understood that this 

needs regular fire. 

We stated our opposition to a target-based approach once again in the 

Parliamentary Inquiry of 2016 

The only change we can see following the Royal Commission and the Parliamentary Inquiry 

is that we are now seeing larger areas of public land being burnt in a manner that is clearly 

an environmental disaster. 

Burns proposed or carried out this year in East Gippsland- Waygara of 2532 Ha and another 

of15112 Ha. Another at Reformatory Rd/Aquarius Rd/ Kenny Rd 

Photo’s  
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In our own life times we have noticed a deterioration of health in the forests that has led to 

less frequent and less productive honey flows.    From what has been passed down to us 

anecdotally, this has been going on from the early days. 

 

 

We also believe budding and flowering cycles of the eucalypts should be taken into 

consideration when planning burns.   Nectar and pollen are very important food sources for 

some native birds and animals and important in many breeding cycles.      

These links support what our association has been saying- 

https://site.emrprojectsummaries.org/2012/01/26/three-action-research-projects-itraditional-

knowledge-revival-pathways-fire-program-iikuku-thaypan-fire-management-research-project-and-

iiithe-importance-of-campfires-to-effective-conservation-2/ 

 

https://site.emrprojectsummaries.org/2012/01/26/threats-to-native-bees-sugarbag-project-one-

of-the-pathways-of-the-traditional-knowledge-revival-pathways-kuku-thaypan-fire-management-

program/ 

Modern burning is too hot and environmentally detrimental and this is supported by the above links. 

 

We believe the government should bring Victor Steffensen to Victoria as a consultant and take him 

on an extensive tour of Victorian forests.   We support what Victor has been saying and believe the 

future of the forest environment is dependent on changes towards following what he is advocating.   

http://www.sbs.com.au/news/article/2016/02/15/our-country-needs-burn-more-indigenous-fire-manager 

We believe traditional indigenous knowledge should be held in the highest regard and also every 

effort should be made to work with both traditional indigenous knowledge and modern fire science 

with the science such as that developed Western Australia’s prescribed burning practices a few 

decades ago, being an excellent example.    What comes out in the links above is that different 

ecosystems were treated different with different indigenous practices and we believe this needs to 

be understood.    Note in the video that the predominance of the direction of the flames is inwards 

away from the fuel to be burnt and creating the lowest intensity fire possible.   Modern government 

agencies often burn from the perimeter in and this creates the hottest possible fire due to the 

updraft sucking the flames onto the fuel. 

We will finish with this link which may give an insight into how much our disrespect for the land is 

affecting more than the land- 

http://unisci.com/stories/20012/0628013.htm 

The burning by government agencies is simply a political response and not an environmental 

response and the environment is suffering greatly as a result, this has to change. 

 

https://site.emrprojectsummaries.org/2012/01/26/three-action-research-projects-itraditional-knowledge-revival-pathways-fire-program-iikuku-thaypan-fire-management-research-project-and-iiithe-importance-of-campfires-to-effective-conservation-2/
https://site.emrprojectsummaries.org/2012/01/26/three-action-research-projects-itraditional-knowledge-revival-pathways-fire-program-iikuku-thaypan-fire-management-research-project-and-iiithe-importance-of-campfires-to-effective-conservation-2/
https://site.emrprojectsummaries.org/2012/01/26/three-action-research-projects-itraditional-knowledge-revival-pathways-fire-program-iikuku-thaypan-fire-management-research-project-and-iiithe-importance-of-campfires-to-effective-conservation-2/
https://site.emrprojectsummaries.org/2012/01/26/threats-to-native-bees-sugarbag-project-one-of-the-pathways-of-the-traditional-knowledge-revival-pathways-kuku-thaypan-fire-management-program/
https://site.emrprojectsummaries.org/2012/01/26/threats-to-native-bees-sugarbag-project-one-of-the-pathways-of-the-traditional-knowledge-revival-pathways-kuku-thaypan-fire-management-program/
https://site.emrprojectsummaries.org/2012/01/26/threats-to-native-bees-sugarbag-project-one-of-the-pathways-of-the-traditional-knowledge-revival-pathways-kuku-thaypan-fire-management-program/
http://www.sbs.com.au/news/article/2016/02/15/our-country-needs-burn-more-indigenous-fire-manager
http://unisci.com/stories/20012/0628013.htm


Gippsland Apiarists Association Inc submission to the Parliamentary Inquiry into Bushfire 

Preparedness. 

Further to our submission we would like to present details on the management of the Moormung 

Forest, west of Bairnsdale as support for our calls for better management  of public land with fire. 

The environmental damage of the Moormung forest burn of April 2016 was presented to the 

committee by the Gippsland Environment Group and the Friends of the Gippsland Lakes when they 

met in Bairnsdale on Tuesday 27th September.   The Gippsland Apiarists Association Inc support 

these groups assessment of the very negative effects of the burn in the Moormung Forest and other 

burns throughout Gippsland have had similar detrimental environmental effects. 

In April 2016 a prescribed burn in the Moormung forest, west of Bairnsdale caused enormous environmental 

damage and severely degraded the area as a resource to beekeeping.   It is anticipated that it will be many 

years before it recovers, it is too early to tell the extent of the damage to the Saw Banksia (Banksia serata) with 

the possibility many of the mature 100 year+ banksias having been killed. 

 

 

The intensity of the burn has caused the germination of many banksia seedlings and other fire 

promoting species.   In our original submission we said- 

What were the evolutionary process's working in the forests with such a mosaic pattern in 

pre-European times?   Think of the understory of our bush as two competing ecosystems, 



grass and scrub.  Grass has evolved to burn regularly to eliminate the competing scrub, 

but not evolved to burn intensively.  The scrubby understory has evolved to burn hot to 

eliminate competing grass, but it hasn't evolved to burn as regularly. 

Pre-European indigenous burning generally favoured grass and post European colonisation burning, 

with some exceptions has favoured fire promoting scrub.   Present prescribed burns are too hot and 

this is counter productive in that the burns are favouring fire promoting scrub and increasing the fire 

risk with the present fire frequency.   It’s not a case of using a sledge hammer to crack a nut, it is a 

case of missing the nut with the sledge hammer. 

 

We support what the Gippsland Environment Group and the Friends of the Gippsland Lakes 

presented to the Committee regards such burns increasing the future bushfire risk through the 

germination of fire promoting vegetation species. 

 

It would appear to us that the intensity of the fire was a result of the fire being lit along the road and 

left to burn up hill, fires burning up a slope are far more intense than fires burning down a slope and 

also lit under weather conditions not suited to prescribed burning.   This in combination with very 

high fuel loads and particularly fire promoting understorey species as a result of being long unburnt 

and previous fires being too hot which has the effect described above. 

A photo from outside the area burnt likely gives us an understanding of the condition of the forest 

before it was burnt in April 2016. 

 



 

Fires in what has been described as “three dimensional fuel loads” are very intense and produce the 

maximum amount of smoke. 

One of our members, Terry Goode is a second generation beekeeper and has an intergenerational 

association with the forest since the early 1940’s when his father Ernie started working the area and 

has an excellent knowledge the history of its management.   Up till the early 1960’s a then Forest 

Commission worker, Nick Roderick would drive out there and take his bicycle and ride around 

lighting up areas that he considered were getting too high a levels of understorey scrub and he 

maintained a grassy open understorey in a healthy forest.   His burning stopped and the forest was 

subject to a hot wildfire in 1978, Terry tells us his father told him the environmental damage to the 

forest would have been no where as bad had Nick Roderick’s management with regular low intensity 

fires been continued prior to that fire.   Since then there has been very little if any attempts to 

manage the forest with regular low intensity burns and it has deteriorated to the state that 

contributed disastrous prescribed burn.   We believe the reasons for the environmental damage in 

the other burns presented to the Committee in Bairnsdale are similar the Moormung Forest. 

 

As we understand it, the following motion was carried at the Nationals Party 2016 conference- 

“That this conference calls on the State Labour Government to re-establish a fuel reduction target   

on public land of 20% over a four year period.” 



This is effectively a burn every 20 years and a study of the Moormung Forest indicates this would be 

an extremely damaging approach that would likely produce the maximum environmental damage 

while increasing the future fire risk.    It would also provide conditions creating the maximum smoke 

and complaints from the community about smoke as burns such as we have detailed in the 

Moormung are doing at present. 

 In our submission to the Royal Commission following the Black Saturday fires we said- 

“The GAA are opposed to target based burning programs but believe decisions should be made 

locally by foresters with the knowledge of how to produce the desired result.  The desired result in 

many forest types is likely a grassy understory with some mainly mature shrub species amongst 

more widely spaced trees.” 

A target based response is a political response and not an environmental or asset protection based 

response, particularly one such as is being proposed. 

We would also like to comment on our interpretation of what Gary Squires presented to the 

Committee, as we interpreted it, he said that as prescribed burning was “risk adverse” those with 

the task should be immune from criticism in the event of escapes or anything going wrong.  We 

simply do not accept this.   We accept that the forests have been neglected and deteriorated to a 

state where they would be hard to burn in a controlled manner but our understanding of the 

burning program in Western Australia and ones in the past is that it is a much higher standard than 

we are seeing in many instances at present. 

Also accounts we have been given of indigenous burning practioner Victor Steffensen are of a 

considerably higher standard than we are often seeing.   We believe the government should call on 

his expertise to train our forest managers. 

Finally we would add that clearfelling as it is practiced appears incompatible with proper fire 

management with low intensity  burns and clearfelling in combination with neglect has created a 

disaster waiting to happen in East Gippsland.   The Gippsland Apiarists Association Inc would support 

judicious selective logging with a bias to return the forests to their original structure and species 

make up.   The selective logging has to be in combination with management of the forests with 

regular low intensity burns. 

Neil Barraclough 

. 



Gippsland Apiarists Association Inc. Submission to the Black Saturday 
Royal Commission of 2009 with comments added following the fire season of 
2020. 
 
In our submission to the Black Saturday Royal Commission of 2009 we said- 
 
The GAA are opposed to target based burning programs but believe 
decisions should be made locally by foresters with the knowledge of how 
to produce the desired result.  The desired result in many forest types 
is likely a grassy understory with some mainly mature shrub species 
amongst more widely spaced trees.  It is also likely that indigenous 
burning patterns produced a mosaic effect of age groups of less mature 
shrubs with the intensity of fires in the grassy understory not killing 
the mature shrubs to any extent.  We are also aware of accounts of 
indigenous burning keeping the fire out of riparian vegetation to provide 
cover for the game they hunted in a symbiotic relationship. 
 
We made it clear we opposed a target based approach because we saw it as 
a political response not an environmental response and didn’t address the 
issues of the past prescribed burning being inappropriate in many 
respects.   The Victorian Labour government has come under criticism for 
not meeting the targets, what difference would it have made if they had 
without changing the methodology of their burning? 
 
Let’s say starting in the autumn of 2009, 5% of the area of public land 
was burnt as in the manner that much of the prescribed burning that has 
been done since then has been done.  This burning is changing the 
structure towards more fire prone understorey vegetation after perhaps 3-
7 years which leads to higher intensity fires, increasing the fire 
intensity of summer fires to the catastrophic levels we have seen in both 
long unburnt and recently inappropriately burnt forests. 
 
So, come 2020 55% burnt in the 11 years leading up to the disastrous 
fires of 2020 and 45% long unburnt.  Of the 55% burnt it is likely that 
perhaps around half would have had long enough for the germinated 
understorey scrub species to have grown to the point that they would take 
the flames into the crowns of the trees and create the catastrophic fires 
we have seen.  In addition to disastrous consequences of the extremely 
intense fires the prescribed burns were likely too hot and killed mature 
shrub species and decimated the seed reserve locally.  A combination of 
an inappropriate burn and a summer wildfire in the 3-20 years following 
the prescribed burn can lead to localised extinctions of faunal species. 
 
Had the burning targets recommended by the 2009 Royal Commission been 
reached it may have been worse environmentally.  
 
If government agencies had target every third ridge top with incendiaries 
dropped from the air across Gippsland every late autumn/winter since 2009 
we would have had the tops of the ridges lit in a manner that would allow 
the fire to burn slowly downhill at a low intensity.  After a few years 
incendiaries could have been dropped lower down the ridges and 11 years 
later we would have had a large network of fuel reduced ridges across 
Gippsland, it would have made an incredible difference in reducing the 
spread of the fires and reducing the environmental damage.   
 
It could have been done over a large area at a fraction of the cost of 
the small amount of prescribed burning that has been done since 2009. 
 
Targeting the ridge tops from fixed wing planes or helicopters would need 
to be in addition to managed burns from the boundaries of private 
property and assets in the forest during late autumn and winter when the 
fires would burn with a low intensity and go out at night. 
 



We raise issues regards fires not being put out following lightning 
strikes and this hasn’t been addressed to any extent in the years that 
followed the 2009 Royal Commission. 
 
 
 
 
 
                                             

Submissions 
2009 Victorian Bushfires Royal Commission 
GPO Box 4358 
Melbourne Vic 3001 
Dear Sir, 
Re: Gippsland Apiarists Association Inc (GAA) Submission To the Royal 
Commission into the 2009 Bushfires. 
 
Note: 
As we understand it the Final Report of the Peoples Review of Bushfires, 
2002-2007 in Victoria is being presented to the Royal Commission by 
Peoples Review panel.  In the main this is an excellent document 
prepared by scientists and others the GAA hold in high regard.  When 
quoting from it we simply refer to it as the "Peoples Review". 
 
Bushfires affect beekeepers in many ways, and raise a number of issues 
we believe the Royal Commission need to address- 
 
1.  There has been significant losses of beehives in recent fires, 
particularly the fires of 2003, 2006-7 and the recent fires of 2009. 
 
2.  The need for effective fire suppression during the time of year that 
fires are dangerous and damaging. 
 
3.  The need for significantly increased protective fuel reduction 
burning during the time of year when it is beneficial as there are 
negative environmental effects of infrequent fires in addition to the 
infrequent fires being much hotter. 
 
4.  Effect on catchments of water yield. 
Many of our members have bees on the irrigated clover during 
summer and the fires of 2006-7 severely degraded the Macalister River 
catchment.  The June 2007 flood that followed the fires may have caused 
sediment to reduce Glenmaggie Weir's capacity by in the order of 8%. 
One simply has to look at the Macalister River upstream from Glenmaggie 
to realize that far more silt will be coming into the weir with every 
flood in coming years significantly reducing its capacity. 
 
5.  The fires also caused a massive loss of the timber resource 
available and this will likely mean that timber harvesting on remaining, 
unburnt areas will further compound the problems facing beekeeping. 
 
6.  As far as I am aware none of our members have had homes directly 
impacted by the fires, we have been extremely lucky so far.  However we 
all have friends or relatives that have and feel that our knowledge in 
relation to fire, the ecology and management issues should also be 
valued by the Royal Commission where it relates to forest management to 
prevent a repeat of the human suffering this year. 
 
7.  We are aware of a view that a phenomime known as climate change, 
that when used in a modern-day context refers to changes in the climate, 
real or otherwise, that are attributed to human causes. 



 
1.  Loss of beehives. 
1.1 Should beekeepers desire it; we believe that there should be 
assistance with fuel reduction burning around a bee site, this could be 
done during a suitable period during the season or when the site is 
unoccupied. 
 
1.2 It is essential that beekeepers be allowed into the forest to 
remove their bees in the event of a fire should they believe it is safe 
to do so.  They will invariably know the country better than anyone else 
in the present structure of decision making, however they should also 
have access to the best available information. 
 
1.3 Incident controls should also have Citizens Band UHF radios as many 
beekeepers (and other forest users) have them in their vehicles and an 
improved network of UHF repeaters would be of enormous benefit in the 
event of a fire or other emergency. 
 
2 The need for effective fire suppression during the time of year fires 
are dangerous and damaging. 
2.1 Brief history, Note: Because of constant name changes the 
department of whatever it was called at the time administering forests 
is just referred to as the "department". 
 
European colonisation to the end of World War 2 
European colonization saw the end of indigenous fire management with 
rural people having very few resources to fight fires prior to WW 2. 
Wet bags and branches of trees to beat the fires were sometimes all they 
had, at other times rakes which were very effective in creating a break 
to burn back from. 
 
Up till then those living in many relatively isolated areas were usually 
fairly safe because they understood how to protectively burn around 
their assets.  The vast majority of deaths in fires such as 1926 and 
1939 were closer to Melbourne where people living in the bush were 
usually prevented from protectively burning.  They had little or no 
means of putting out lightning strikes in isolated areas. 
 
2.2 1945-Early 70s 
After the end of the second world war till the late 1990's fires from 
lightning and other sources were usually effectively put out.  The 
period from the end of World War 2 until the late 1970's was 
predominately wet and this, combined with an increasing means of putting 
out lightning strikes meant that as time went on the amount of fuel in 
the forests continued to increase to dangerous levels.  While it might 
be expected that fires like the very large one of 1964 and much larger 
one of 1965 would have reduced fuel loads, single hot fires like these 
germinate a lot of acacia and other highly flammable vegetation and if 
not followed up with a cooler burn add to the dangerous state of the 
forest. 
 
2.3 Early 70's till State Labour stopped burning in the early 80's 
Burning in the lower elevations during the 1970's and up till around 
1982 significantly helped protect rural communities.  Virtually no fuel 
reduction burning was carried out in the higher elevation because it was 
perceived to threaten the timber resource.  From the early 1980's till 
now forest fuel loads have been continuing to rise with fires such as 
those of 1998, 2002, 2006-7 and this year being the only check with few 
people having any idea of the environmental consequences. 
 
2.4 Early 80's till early 90's. 
The department maintained enough skilled firefighting staff to prevent 
too many large fires but reduced fuel reduction burning to virtually 
none, the forests continued to build up dangerous fuel.  Fuel loads had 



built up to the point that it made fuel reduction burning harder to 
conduct with escapes from the target area. 
 
2.5 Early 90's till present. 
Problems of this era were- 
 
2.5-1.  Voluntary redundancies for departmental staff by the Kennett 
government meant a significant loss of trained middle order foresters 
with firefighting experience. 
 
2.5-2 Change of emphasis within the department from predominately 
forest managers (logging supervisors, fire fighters etc) to increased 
Parks staff with public relations type roles. 
 
2.5-3 The department has reduced numbers of staff employed to work 
directly on the fire front and a lot of regional work centres have been 
downgraded or closed.  Many fire towers have been closed or are only 
staffed on an occasional basis. 
 
2.5-4 The early 1990's to present has seen greatly increased spending 
on aerial attack from helicopters and fixed wing planes.  All are useful 
for asset protection, for fires in the initial stages when very small 
and spot-overs outside of containment lines.  There could be instances 
where the inexperience of a crew has placed them in danger and a water 
drop from a helicopter could save lives, however this should be avoided 
in the first place. 
 
Dropping loads of water inside the containment line serves no use and 
with the exception of on the occasional burning tree, of little use near 
the edge.  It is not desirable to have an unburnt area near the edge as 
it could flare up some time later and cause the fire to jump the break. 
As a CFA volunteer I have on one occasion seen a fire start up over a 
containment line after a helicopter flew over dropping water that was of 
no use. The most probable cause of the fire jumping the containment line 
was the down draught from the helicopter. 
 
The updraught from fires of the intensity such as those of Black 
Saturday would make water dropped from the air absolutely useless in 
stopping them. 
 
They are of no other use at large fires like 2003 and 2006-7 once they 
attained a reasonable size except for their media circus value. 
 
Large fires will only be put out by containing them with a mineral earth 
containment line and having all fuel burnt out for a considerable 
distance inside the containment line.  This often requires backburning. 
 
 
2.6 What needs to be done to put out fires. 
2.6-1 The first is the obvious, fuel loads need to be reduced to the 
point where it is safer to have fire fighters on the fire front under a 
far greater range of weather conditions.  This would also make it much 
easier to put the fires out, it is very hard to put in a rake hoe line 
in thick scrub. 
 
2.6-2 Putting out fires needs fit people capable of physical work on 
the fire front and experienced operators of machines such as bulldozers 
and graders.  A bulldozer is far more effective at a fire than fire 
bombers like Elvis and is a fraction of the price.  We need an increase 
in the number of DSE ground staff. 
 
2.6-3 
Equally as obvious is the need for a quick attack on the fire.  A 
network of well-maintained roads is necessary to quickly get to fires 



and also, a great assistance in conducting fuel reduction burning. 
 
2.6-4 
The next thing that has to be understood is to put out fires in the 
forests of South Eastern Australia often require backburning from a 
mineral earth containment line or taking advantage of geographical 
features like rivers and creeks. 
 
We note in the Peoples Review, P 25 
"There was no backburning for 16 continuous days in the 2007 fire." 
 
On a fire of that size that means that there was effectively nothing 
done to try stop it for 16 days, what was the media doing during this 
time?  Presumably for the entire 16 days that nothing was done to 
contain the fire the media would been saying what hero's everyone was. 
 
Appendix 1 is an explanation on why it is imperative that DSE staff and 
CFA firefighters have to be trained in conducting backburning and 
empowered to be able to make decisions on the fire front. 
 
We also note in the Peoples Review P 25 
  "A number of backburns escaped and burnt well ahead of the main fire, 
  thereby creating bushfires that contributed significantly to the total 
  area burnt.  We need well trained people empowered to make decisions at 
  the fire front, not cowboys with matches. 
 
2.6-4 Attitude. 
Peoples Review, P24- 
 
  "Local people, often with considerable fire-fighting experience and 
  ability, have been prevented from assisting because of lack of 
  necessary documentation, clothing etc.  In one extraordinary instance, 
a 
  bulldozer was prevented from entering a national park to fight a fire 
  because the blade on the bulldozer was 2 inches too wide." 
 
It needs to be questioned as to if there is an agenda to let lightening 
strikes burn unchecked amongst Parks Victoria staff, this would explain 
the bulldozer being prevented from entering a national park because the 
blade was 2" to wide. 
 
Page 24 of the Peoples Review has a section titled "Aggressive fire 
fighting" and we support them highlighting problems with the following- 
 
  Departmental priorities- (1) protect people (2) protect assets 
  (3) then worry about the rest are wrong. 
 
  The 1-metre flame rule for safe firefighting is ridiculous; must 
  base decisions on when a fire is dangerous and when it is appropriate 
  to pull out on local conditions. 
 
  There is a great deal of CFA crews 'sitting around in football 
  fields', with little idea of what is happening.  CFA crews call it 
  'hurry up and wait'. 
 
Comment- 
1. The priority must be immediate first strike by DSE, Parks Victoria 
and CFA where appropriate. 
 
2.  Often CFA crews are made sit around of a daytime when it may not be 
safe to be in at a fire in the bush and sent home at night when it often 
is safe to be in there. 
 
Summary of the present. 



A number of people are saying the emphasis needs to change from fire 
suppression to fire prevention (through fuel reduction burning) when 
there needs to get a greater priority for both, just at different times 
of the year. 
 
What we are now seeing is massive areas being burnt under the worst 
possible conditions with extremely high fuel loads.  This is because the 
only time these areas are subject to fires is when drought or bad 
weather make the fire too hard to contain with present thinking.  That 
is, modern fire in the forest is usually subject to the worst possible 
conditions in every respect and the environmental effects are what is to 
be expected. 
 
 
3.  The need for significantly increased fuel reduction burning. 
 
3.1 Environmental effects of present day "megafires". 
Fires burning in high fuel loads under drought conditions in summer are 
an indescribable environmental catastrophe. 
 
Putting modern high fuel load fires in perspective. 
3.1-1 An inspection of the Mitta Mitta River Valley after 2003 showed 
very large granite boulders with huge sections split off by the heat 
lying on the ground beside the boulders.  These will likely still be 
around in a few thousand years yet there was nothing like them there 
before the 2003 fires.  It has to be assumed that there were no fires 
like it in the last thousand or so years in the area prior to 2003, 
however, the 1939 fires may have caused similar in other areas but none 
we are aware of. 
 
3.1-2 Target Creek runs into the Macalister River around 1km above 
Licola and has left a build-up of about 5m of sediment at the junction 
which has likely been deposited since the end of the last Ice Age some 
10,000 years ago.  Since the fire of 2006-7 large jagged rocks are 
coming into the creek and there is nothing like them in the sediment 
record, likely a record covering the last 10,000 years.  It is a 
reasonable presumption that there have been no fires like this in the 
last 10,000 years.  I recall reading fire scientist David Packham saying 
that forest fuel loads are the highest for 40,000 years and this 
explains the observations quoted in 3.1-1&2. 
 
Observations of the immense sediment loads after the un-naturally hot 
fire in the tributaries of Macalister indicate we can expect a 
significant loss of capacity in the Glenmaggie weir in years to come. 
 
3.1-3 The Caledonia fire of 1998 and the fires of 2003 and 2006-7 often 
burnt with a very high intensity on a very big front causing animal, 
bird, insect and other life to be eliminated over huge areas. 
 
Many of our native animals only have one young a year which is the 
total opposite evolutionary mechanism that would occur if fires had 
been of such a type during the period when they were evolving. 
 
3.1-4 Alpine Ash (Eucalyptus delegetensis) and Mountain Ash (Eucalyptus 
Regnans) haven't evolved to withstand hot fires and are one of the 
greatest casualties of less frequent burning.  An of article I had 
published in Voice of the Mountains in 1988 explains how the timber 
resource was devastated by the 1939 fire in the areas under the control 
of the Forests Commission where the traditional burning of the graziers 
was stopped but was preserved in the remote areas on Crown Lands where 
there weren't the same restrictions on them burning.  The article is 
appendix 2 
 
Simply put, Alpine and Mountain Ash can take regular fire but less 



regular fires can kill the mature trees because of the greater intensity 
caused by higher fuel loads.  Added to this they may have to be in the 
order of 25 years or older to set seed.  If a stand of ash gets a hot 
fire through it and it kills the mature trees then there is another hot 
fire before the regrowth has set seeds then it can eliminate the species 
from the site.  A hot fire less than 25 years after clearfelling has 
exactly the same effect. 
 
3.1-5 The forests the beekeepers rely on will take decades to recover 
in many instances and in some may never recover properly because of the 
effect on the soil. 
 
3.1-6 The fires, even prescribed burns, in the banksia country is 
killing the mature banksias.  This is likely a combination of the fires 
being too infrequent and fuel reduction burns in the banksia country 
being done at the wrong time of year and in the wrong manner. 
 
Appendix 3 is a discussion paper developed by the GAA explaining how we 
believe fuel reduction burning should be 
 
We note the Peoples Review says, P1 
  "We should increase asset-protection burning to about 30% of the land 
  each year, and broad scale burning to about 10% per year." 
 
The GAA are opposed to target based burning programs but believe 
decisions should be made locally by foresters with the knowledge of how 
to produce the desired result.  The desired result in many forest types 
is likely a grassy understory with some mainly mature shrub species 
amongst more widely spaced trees.  It is also likely that indigenous 
burning patterns produced a mosaic effect of age groups of less mature 
shrubs with the intensity of fires in the grassy understory not killing 
the mature shrubs to any extent.  We are also aware of accounts of 
indigenous burning keeping the fire out of riparian vegetation to 
provide cover for the game they hunted in a symbiotic relationship. 
 
Obviously, under the above conditions fuel loads are not an issue and 
the grassy understory creates conditions whereby prescribed/ecological 
burning is much easier to conduct. 
 
As well as opposing target-based thinking rather than area achieved 
assessment in relation to accountability we see problems with thinking 
entirely in terms of fuel load.  We should be thinking in terms of 
creating and managing a predominately grassy understory with a diverse 
range of shrubs and native ground plants.  It should be well understood 
that this needs regular fire. 
 
Explorer, Major Mitchell in his "Journal of an Expedition into the 
Interior of Tropical Australia" (1848) said 
 
"Fire, grass, kangaroos and human inhabitants, seem all dependant on 
each other for existence in Australia, for if any of these being 
wanting, the others could no longer continue...  But for this simple 
process, the Australian woods had probably contained as thick a jungle 
as those of New Zealand or America, instead of the open forests in which 
the white man now find grass for their cattle.  The omission of the 
annual periodical burning by natives, of the grass and young saplings, 
has already produced in the open forest nearest to Sydney, thick forests 
of young trees, where, formerly, a man might gallop without impediment." 
 
 
While opposing target-based thinking on prescribed burning we believe 
there has to be achievement-based accountability.  That is, every forest 
region has to have publicly available the hectares of public land 
burnt in their region and how this related to the percentage of land in 



their region. We believe this should be done within the present system 
of zones. 
 
 
3.1-7   We are aware of statements from our Green friends who are saying 
that fires such as Black Saturday burnt through recently fuel reduced 
areas the same as areas that hadn't been subject to fuel reduction for a 
considerable time.  We are also aware of similar contributions to the 
debate relating to houses and such in the middle of cleared paddocks 
also burning down. 
 
(a)  First the science is well understood, in layman's terms it can be 
roughly said that if you double the amount of fine fuels it will burn 
with four times the intensity.  Fire balls and atomic like explosions 
came from the areas long unburnt with high fuel loads and didn't come 
from the areas with low fuel loads. 
 
(b)  Now we should look at fire behaviour.  Our Green friends making 
these statements, like all of us, understand that a fire creates its 
own wind. 
 
Let's deviate to a bit of mathematics, we are presently either burning, 
or talking about burning (refers to the areas that were said to be burnt 
but were only burnt around the road perimeter) around 2% annually. 
Simple probabilities would have around 80% of a fire burning on a long 
front to burning in areas that haven't been burnt in the last 10 years 
and 20% burning in areas that have. 
 
Simply put, the area of fire front burning in the 80% that hasn't been 
burnt in the last 10 years burns with a very high intensity causing a 
massive updraught that creates the very strong winds that also fan the 
fire in the area burnt in the last 10 years. 
 
(b)  From Figures we have been given around 80% of houses that are burnt 
catch fire from burning embers that can travel through the air for in 
excess of 20km.  Fires need a certain intensity to create the updraft to 
get the embers sufficiently airborne and fuel load is the main 
determinant of the fire intensity needed. 
 
Homes lost in clear paddocks were lost because of the embers from fires 
in forest with high fuel loads fanned by very strong winds caused by 
fires in forests with high fuel loads. 
 
We hope this puts a perspective on token burning around assets. 
 
3.2 A perspective on the effects of infrequent fires other than them 
causing fires when they do occur to be excessively hot. 
 
3.2-1 Alfred Howitt details changes in the forests of Gippsland with 
the dispossession of the Aborigines and the resultant end to their 
management of the land with fire.  His notes are appendix 4. 
 
He details changes throughout Gippsland from widely spaced very large 
trees with a grassy understory to thickly timbered areas carrying far 
more eucalypts and other vegetation. 
 
3.2-2 The density of vegetation has increased enormously since Howwitt 
presented his notes to the Royal Society in 1890 and this has led to 
fires that are unnatural, extremely high intensity and environmentally 
devastating. 
 
3.2-3 The increased vegetation, increased bark, leaves and twigs on 
the forest floor all absorb rainfall and prevent it reaching the ground 
and soaking in.  The increased transpiration from the increased 



vegetation is a significant drain on the lesser amount of water that 
does get to soak in.  Put simply- 
 
(a) Significantly less water for stream flow out of the forests. 
 
(b) Significant effect of health and vigour of the trees and shrubs, 
particularly in dry years. 
 
(c) Dryer trees and shrubs burn more intensely and when more closely 
spaced produce the atomic like explosions, in part from the eucalypt 
gas that was characteristic of many areas in fires this year, 
particularly Black Saturday. 
 
Appendix 5 is a copy of my personal submission to the Parliamentary 
Inquiry into the future of Melbourne's water which adds to this and other 
relevant issues.  From this and other material we hope it is obvious 
that it was well understood that Black Saturday was going to happen and 
will continue to happen if changes aren't made in the management of the 
forests. 
 
3.2-4 In many areas there is a diverse range of species amongst the 
older eucalypts, however the younger trees are predominately just one or 
two species.  This is particularly noticeable with a very high proportion 
of silvertop in the younger trees in the coastal forests of East 
Gippsland and it will considerably reduce the area's value for 
beekeeping.  Silvertop produces seeds in massive numbers and appears to 
be favoured by hot infrequent fires.  The best species for beekeeping 
are generally slower growing and favoured by more frequent cooler fires. 
 
Clear felling is significantly adding to the problem with the same loss 
of diversity of species. 
 
4.  The effect of severe summer fires on water catchments. 
This isn't simply a case of calculating how much honey is produced from 
the irrigated clover and then working out 8% of that figure that would 
be lost form less water to the farmers.  Our members also get income 
from pollination services on some horticultural crops requiring 
irrigation from rivers across Gippsland and some of our members even 
travel to almond pollination on the Murray.  What we are saying about 
thick vegetation reducing water yield from the forests is equally 
applicable to the Murray catchment as it is to Gippsland’s rivers. 
 
Also, we are often dependant on the irrigation clover to build and 
maintain hive strength for autumn honey flows and these can, in some 
years provide over half of the honey produced in a season. 
 
5.  The fires also caused a massive loss of the timber resource 
available and this will likely mean that timber harvesting on remaining, 
unburnt areas will further compound the problems facing beekeeping. 
 
The fires have caused a massive loss to the beekeeping industry as well 
as losses to many other forest users.  Our members are having the forest 
around their bee sites in East Gippsland clear felled by a predominately 
woodchip driven industry with much of it being exported. 
 
Appendix 6 is a copy of a document prepared for the Gippsland Apiarists 
Association in September 1999 for submission to the Regional Forest 
Agreement process.  We quote from that document- 
 
  "An analysis of the economics, timber production versus honey 
  production, indicates that over a period of 80 years honey production 
  will outperform timber production by a factor of 35 and after that 
  time the trees will still be standing if the area is used for honey 
  production." 



 
We believe that with the pressure put on the remaining forests that the 
Royal Commission must recommend an independent, totally open government 
Inquiry into present forest practices.  Such an Inquiry must put 
government expenditure and returns from the timber industry in the 
public arena well prior to taking submissions. 
 
 
7 Climate change as a factor. 
 
There is no consensus on the subject amongst scientists or the 
layperson and the issue has added complexity with a widespread 
contention that an understanding can be reached by first selecting a 
group of experts from a particular side of the debate and following 
them.  This approach appears to have significant flaws in relation to 
reaching a rational conclusion.  It is further complicated by what 
appears to be political and other motivation as the reason for selecting 
a particular side to follow. 
 
What can we say with a degree of certainty? 
 
7.1 The severity of the Black Saturday fire has been attributed to 
climate change with the drought of the last decade and the Melbourne's 
"record" temperature of 46.4 proof of that. 
 
7.1-1 Let's analyse the suggestion that the record temperature of 46.4 
for Melbourne proves climate change was a factor in the fire. 
 
Go to http://home.iprimus.com.au/foo7/fire1851.html and check out the 
weather for Black Thursday, February 6th 1851. The description of the 
drought and heat wave that preceded it sounded far worse than our few 
hot days this summer, the temperature was recorded at 47.2 Celsius in 
Melbourne.  The wind was described as like coming from a furnace and 
the strength of a tornado. 
 
Let' now look at what has changed since 1851. Around the 1920's 
maximum/minimum thermometers came in.  The 47.2 in 1851 was recorded 
when it was checked at 11 am.  As we understand it, maximum/minimum 
thermometers came in the 1920's and it was likely a few degrees hotter 
than the 47.2 degrees on Black Thursday 1851 
 
Now let's check the weather map for Black Saturday and see how the jet 
streams took air right across the continent from north to south picking 
up heat and loosing humidity as it passed over the scorched interior. In 
1851, pre rabbits, grazing and other factors inland Australia was much 
better vegetated so would have had a lesser heating effect on the air 
passing over it. 
 
The 19th century was a period of lower solar activity and the 20th 
century a period of high solar activity, the higher the solar activity 
the higher the expected global temperatures. 
 
According to the book "Ordeal by Fire" by W S Noble Melbourne recorded 
another day of 111.5 degrees Fahrenheit (44.2 degrees C) in 1862, once 
again, pre maximum/minimum thermometers with an unrecorded peak so likely 
as hot or hotter than Black Saturday 2009. 
 
A thorough analysis of the 50 years from 1850 to 1900 may even reveal 
more such days in that fifty-year period than for the century from 1900 
to 2000! 
 
7.2 The drought of the last decade is a result of climate change and 
cause of the severity of the fires of 2003, 2006-7 and 2009. 
 



The best indicator we have available to us is the data on the Murray 
River flows. 
 
First record of the Murray River stopping flowing was in 1850 at Moama. 
 
The next time we have records to it having stopped flowing was 1902 
 
The Murray either stopped or virtually stopped flowing again in 1915. 
 
As we understand it, Murray-Darling Basin Committee modeling indicates 
the Murray would have stopped running again in 2008 if it wasn't for the 
weirs and lochs. 
 
There is clearly no relationship between Murray River flows and 
atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) levels. 
 
What do the Murray River flows appear to relate to? 
 
There is a relationship between the length of the solar cycle referred to 
as the 11year cycle which averages around 11 years and can vary from 
less than 10 years to over 13 years.  Generally, the longer the 11 year 
solar cycle the weaker the solar activity.  All the above quoted times 
when the Murray has stopped running have been associated with long solar 
cycles and the period from 1915 through to the 1996 has been quoted 
as a period of exceptionally high solar activity. 
 
Murray River flows clearly appear to be related to solar activity and 
not atmospheric CO2 levels. 
 
The present solar cycle is the longest since 1798 and clearly explains 
much of the reason for the last dry decade.  The period from 1915 to 
1996 may well have been the highest solar activity for 1,000 years so 
what we think of as normal rainfall (and bizarrely base climate modelling 
for climate change on) may have been a 1 in 1,000-year occurrence. 
 
Appendix 6 is a copy of an unanswered letter to Kevin Hennessy, Lead 
Author of the CSIRO publication "Climate change impacts on fire-weather 
in south-east Australia."   Such material shouldn't be considered by the 
Commission unless the authors can answer questions on their own work. 
 
I am available to appear before the Commission to answer questions and 
provide more information. 
 
 
Neil Barraclough 
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